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Abstract— The rise in interconnectivity in the last few years has
made computer systems and networks more vulnerable to threats
as they are accessed by an ever increasing number of users.
Nowadays organizations are lacking proper security measures
and means to calculate risk assessment for their assets. Legacy
systems in organizations are facing different kind of risks like
viruses, bugs and system failure causing damages to hardware
and software resulting lost of data.
The ultimate challenge in many organizations is to assess
their risk factors for their computers and networks. There is
no way to completely overcome the threat that an organization
might have. The goal is to calculate risks, so that problems
resulting from them can be minimized and to fill the gap
between business entities (like a project, a role) and organization
infrastructure using Semantic Web technologies. SemanticLIFE
is a Personal Information Management System which gathers the
user interaction events and correlates those using ontologies. In
this paper we will explore ontology-based risk assessment method
using SemanticLIFE tool for organizations security which is a
fundamental issue for planners and decision makers in IT field.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The wide spread use of the Internet and Information advanced technologies in the variant application domains results
in the ubiquitous data distribution amongst different computing
systems. People nowadays do not only work or access data on
their own computing system, but they also need to work in
other systems within the collaborative environment. The need
for safe and secure systems that are capable of sharing the data
securely, detecting the risks, preventing attacks, reducing the
vulnerable effects and so on becomes more and more essential,
especially in collaborative environment.
Attacks could come in various ways depending on the
environment in which the systems were deployed and the data
they process. The users non-authorized accesses to data, illegal
packages execution, virus distribution, spam emails, server
hacking, are some of examples of attacks that could happen
every day. Each attack has different levels of danger and
effects on the systems. Some attacks could be very dangerous,
and affect the whole organization, while some limit only
to the personal computer. Detecting and preventing attacks
are time and budget consuming task in administration of an

IT-organization. The system administrators should track the
changes in heterogeyneous running systems with different
installed software, operating systems, processes and applications.
Beyond all the complexities mentioned above, the system
administrators should take care of the side effects of the
combination of software and hardware configurations that
might put the computers and network at risk. On the other
hand this data should be merged with other business aspects
of an organization, like business processes, projects, tasks,
roles, etc. Usually the system administrators are not that much
aware of business concepts and are more equipped with pure
technical skills. As a result there is usually a gap between
organizations’ business entities and the software, hardware
and human resources. The Semantic Web technologies seem
to be a good candidate to bridge this gap and assist the
system administrators to manage and control the systems
more smartly. On the other hand a semantic combination of
entities-resources will enable the administrators and managers
to minimize the side effects of their decisions that might put
the organization at the risk.
Another major challenge is the information gathering about
the physical entities (i.e. mail servers, web servers, databases,
personal computers) and the softwares, applications installed
on them. Such informations changes dynamically time by
time and is also scattered in the organization. The relation
between those entities (i.e. which computer/server belongs
to the people from the same project, which process could
cause domino effect if being stopped or killed due to its
belonging to several entities, etc) should also be managed
so that the suitable security policy could be issued within
the organization. Closing the gap between physical entity
information, the objects running, and semantic information
of dependency relations between them to asset the attack
risks are the purpose of our approach using SemanticLIFE
in organizational risk assessment.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review
related work. In Section 3, we discuss the overview of security
and privacy concepts in semantic web, section 4 contains

SemanticLIFE architecture, section 5 consists of problem
statement and usecase scenario, section 6 describes the use
of ontologies, section 7 propose solution and section 8 shows
our ontology-based risk assessment approach, in section 9 we
discuss the conclusion and the future work.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
Risk assessment in Information Technology has been deeply
investigated in [1]. This is a guideline of risk classification and
risk evaluation in the general domain of Information Technology System. The authors also state that reliably assessing
information security risks can be more difficult than assessing
other types of risks, because the data on the likelihood and
costs associated with information security risk factors are
often more limited and because risk factors are constantly
changing. They propose some case studies on risk assessment
methodology in various companies.
The author in [2] suggests a methodology which could
extract, model and analyze the security requirements from
multiple documents and then use the ontological process to
infer valuable knowledge on system secure assurance. The
approach, however, could only be possible in case already
existing the well-established Certification and Accreditation
(C&A) documents.
Ontologies have been applied in the security management
domain to overcome the complexity of modern information
systems [3], [4]. A number of security-related knowledge
sources within organization are kept in the security ontology
which is the centric of the security framework. The specific
Risk Assessment security ontology [5] was built to manage the security requirement and the threat countermeasure
assessment. The proposed ontology describes in details of
variety of threats and the association between the threats and
the countermeasures although the threat asset measurement
is quite simple. [6] presents an approach to corporate assets
in a company when taking into account the entire infrastructure. The approach proposes a quick calculation of effective
countermeasures using the security ontologies. The company
infrastructures such as computer, network, server, person, etc
are taken into account in measurement evaluation. However,
the model uses some heuristic estimation parameters thus
could cause imprecise risk evaluation results. Our paper will
go a step further by suggesting more precise risk assessment
model which also take into account the semantic relation
between the business objects.
Ontologies are also widely used in other specific security
sub-domains such as network security [7], data privacy [8],
access control [9], [10], pervasive computing [11], [10]. However, the existing researches do not consider the affection of
threats in the entire enterprise which is one of our papers aims.
III. OVERVIEW OF S ECURITY AND P RIVACY IN S EMANTIC
W EB
The World Wide Web (WWW) is a huge information source
with nearly enormous potential. The current web technology
cannot be processed by machines and presented in a better and
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meaningful way. Also the information which is available on
the web cannot be fully utilized and accessed because of weak
publishing. Semantic Web is an effort to bring meaning into
web pages contents. Semantic Web is not a separate web, its
an extension of the current web where bulk of information is
linked up in such a way that they can be easily processed by
machines and can be presented in a meaningful way. Thus with
Semantic Web, when a user searches for some information,
he/she gets results which are not only precise but also relevant
and according to his/her preferences. [12].
Tim Berners Lee has specified different layers for semantic
web as depicted in Figure-1. The top layer in the semantic
web cake is trust and proof. But security cut across all the
layers [13] .In past few years there has been lot of development
on semantic web [14]. It is essential that semantic web should
be secure, which means that its components like XML, RDF
and ontologies should be secure.
The rapid growth in information systems has resulted in
computerizing applications in various domains. Individuals
can store nearly every kind of digital information in their
systems. In organizations where data plays an important role
it has become easier to share information. The organizations
with project development environment, it is useful if there
is possibility of sharing information among different project
members and access to data.
While discussing security issues on semantic web, one
should not forget the importance of privacy. Privacy means
making some part of your document public while keeping
others as private. Privacy issues have gained a lot of attention
recently especially in the area of personal information management. Privacy plays an important role in situations where
agents will be interacting with each other for the retrieval of
information. Privacy can be maintained effectively by making
use of the semantic web technologies. In contrast to existing
web the semantic web allows to describe resources in the form
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Fig. 3.

of triples where group of triples could be annotated as public or
private. [15] presents convincing examples of ontology based
privacy management. For example Alex published his resume
as an RDF document and annotated that certain fields, such
as phone number and postal address, should not be disclosed.
Now when a recruiting agent comes across that resume the
only parts which are declared public by Alex will be shown.
Nowadays’ best practiced way on the web for describing
privacy policies is P3P which uses XML to describe policies
in machine-readable format [16].
IV. S EMANTIC LIFE A RCHITECTURE
The SemanticLIFE framework is developed on a highly
modular architecture that provides the basic components for
the proposed collaboration mechanism that will be discussed
in later sections. SemanticLIFE stores, manages and retrieves
the lifetime’s information entities of individuals. It enables
the acquisition and storage of data while giving annotations
to emails, browsed web pages, phone calls, images, contacts,
life events and other resources. It also provides intuitive and
effective search mechanism based on the stored semantics.
An overview of the system architecture is depicted in
Figure 2. The whole SemanticLIFE system has been designed
as a set of interactive plug-ins that fit into the main application
and this guarantees flexibility and extensibility of the SemanticLIFE platform. Communication within the system is based
on a service-oriented design with the advantage of its loosely
coupled characteristics. To compose complex solutions and
scenarios from atomic services from SemanticLIFE plug-ins,
the Service Oriented Pipeline Architecture1 (SOPA) has been
introduced. SOPA provides a paradigm to describe the systemwide service compositions and also external web services as
pipelines. SOPA provides some mechanisms for orchestration
of services and transformation of results. Due to the significant
role that this component plays in the proposed solution, it will
be explored in more details in the next sections.
1 SOPA was proposed to JAX Innovation Award 2006 and nominated as
one of top ten proposals for the final round together with famous frameworks
like Spring and Rich Ajax Platform.

Project Distribution to Nodes

Data with user annotation is fed into the system using a
number of dedicated plug-ins from variety of data sources
like Google Desktop2 captured data, communication logs, and
other application’s metadata. The data objects are passed on
by the message handler to the analysis plug-in. This plugin contains a number of specific analysis plug-ins providing
semantic mark-up by applying a bunch of feature extraction
methods and indexing techniques in a cascaded manner. The
semi-structured and semantically enriched information objects
are forwarded to the repository plug-in for an ontologically
structured storage, so called the meta-store. A set of query
processing and information visualization tools provides the
means for information exploration and report generation. The
analysis module and metadata extraction capabilities make associations among the lifetime items and lifetime events based
on user annotation, user profile and the system ontologies.
V. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT AND U SE C ASES
Consider a project development environment in an organization, where different people like programmers, developers,
quality assurance and architects are working on different
projects distributed on different nodes. Organizations with
such setup usually work in distributed environment, that means
project is distributed on different nodes like database server
running at one node while application server, versioning
system like (CVS, SVN) and web server at some other nodes
as shown in Figure 3.
On the other hand the organization employees play different
roles and each of them access the different resources with a
specific security level as depicted in Figure-4. As a result the
user access in the entire organization is the union of userresource permissions for all user accessible resources. The administrators should always be aware of this spread of accesses
and avoid overriding an access rule when adding or modifying
a rule/access. There have been some attempt to undertake this
complexity by introducing resource directories and uniform
resource management protocols, but such approaches are not
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User Assignment to Nodes

usually followed in heterogeneous system environments.
While working in networked environment it is quite possible
that a node (individual computer or server) come under attack
because of viruses, hackers, fire, vibrations, weak network
policies or loopholes in software programs and operating
system. For a node to be vulnerable, it has a precondition
followed by an impact or aftereffects. There is a numbers
of preconditions for a node to be exposed to vulnerability.
Below are some use-cases for the type of attacks on a node
in a networked environment followed by the reasons and
aftereffects.
• Node ‘a’ comes under virus attack, preconditions for this
kind of attack are missing of proper antivirus client, old
virus definition or some patch is not updated.
• In networked environment open ports give passage to
hackers to attack the network, resulting loss of information (confidentiality, integrity and availability). The
precondition for this kind of attack can be data communication ports etc.
• Installation of malicious softwares on nodes can cause
vulnerability. Intruders can get access easily. The precondition for such attack can be installation of P2P
communication software for data transferring.
• In organizations where project is distributed on different
nodes, concurrent versioning system plays an important
role; the purpose of such system is to share the files
in workplace. Sometimes because of weak rights, unauthorized person get access to confidential data.
• In an organization, website is hosted at different location.
For example, database of the website at database server
while information pages on some application server. If
the database is not properly secured then attacker can
penetrate causing damages
To name few there are some other means by which a node is
exposed to vulnerability, like weak cryptography, inadequate
password management and easy access to facility.

Business entities relation

The impacts or aftereffects for vulnerabilities explained
above are destroyed files, exposed data, lost productivity, lost
machine control, wasted IT staff time to rebuild machine.
In project development environment of an organization
the interaction between different business entities like user,
project, node and attack is depicted in Figure 5.
Users are assigned to projects. Projects are running at
different nodes. To have access to projects, users are assigned
to nodes with roles depending upon their job description.
Nodes are attached to each other through network. In distributed project environment nodes are grouped like, developer
nodes, programmer nodes, manager nodes and server nodes
etc. In network environment, nodes get exposed to attacks.
Various reasons for this node to get exposed to attack and
vulnerabilities are explained above. In organizations ultimate
solution is risk assessment of attacks, which provides basis for
the prevention from attacks in future. To put it in a nutshell
the basic problem encountered in such environment is “to
manage some very dynamic creatures that are highly sensitive,
distributed and interconnected”.
VI. U SE OF ONTOLOGIES
As explained earlier, our approach to calculate risk assessment is based on ontologies. To furnish this task we have
divided the ontologies into three parts, i.e. (a) user environment
ontology, (b) project ontology and (c) attack ontology. Figure 6
shows the high-level clases of these ontologies.
The user environment ontology captures the concepts of an
environment in which users are working. By environment we
mean the kind of operating system that is installed on the
node, the kind of softwares that are in use and configuration
of hardware at node, etc. A more detailed view of this ontology
has been depicted in the Figure 7.
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Attack Ontology

Project Ontology

Project ontology as shown in Figure 8 describes the taxonomy of project-related entities such as tasks, project plans,
assignments & allocations, resources, and costs.
Attack ontology shown in Figure 9 is the main focus, which
describes the different kind of attacks possible, like active and
passive attacks, which are different preconditions for attack,
which is the outcome of an attack etc. All these ontologies are
mapped onto organizations’ high level ontology, so that they
can be used as the common mean of information sharing. On
the other hand it provides a solid base that can be used by
organization to translate the processes in a way that computers
can interpret and apply them as business rules. As a matter of
fact, business entities will be machine processable after being
enriched with organization ontology.
VII. P ROPOSED S OLUTION
In this section we will explore the proposed solution to
collaborative risk assessment in an organization. First of all
the core components of SemanticLIFE framework that play
an important role in the proposed solution will be introduced.
SemanticLIFE is built on on several plug-ins components
which communicate via the messaging and collaboration component. Message Bus, Web Service and Pipeline plug-ins
are the fundamental plug-ins support of the communication
framework.
• Message Bus plug-in manages all information exchanges
between the SemanticLIFE processes. This plug-in also
supplies a level of abstraction between systems services
by providing a transparent, uniform access interface to
all services.
• Web Service plug-in (Figure 10), uniforms all available
resources as services and expose them to intern or extern
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Web Service plug-in services

user based on semantic policies and filters. Resources exposed by the Web-Service plug-in can be of the following
types:
– External web services that can be plugged to SemanticLIFE system at any time by locating the corresponding service description (WSDL files URL).
More importantly, the plug-in supports capturing the
semantic of a service which can be later on used
during the contract making mechanism of business
processes. The semantic of a service is defined in
OWL-S standard and describes the functions of the
service in terms of the transformation affected by the
accordant service. It also specifies required inputs,
pre-condition to invoke a service, the generated outputs, and the expected effects that result from the
execution of the service.
– Internal SemanticLIFE services that are primary
built-in services of SemanticLIFE are used by other
framework components. Examples of such services
are semantic query, annotation and storage services.
Internal services can be also extended by advanced
users to customize the environment for their special
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<pipeline name="spams">
<parameters>
<parametername="startDate" type="Date"/>
<parametername="endDate" type="Date"/>
</parameters>
<callid="mailSpams"service="at.slife.query"
operation="mailQuery"/>
7.
<parameter>{startDate}</parameter>
8.
<parameter>{endDate}</parameter>
9. </call>
10. <callid="filtered"ervice="at.slife.filter"
operation="dropNode"/>
11. <parameter>{xpath:/result/mailSpams}</parameter>
12. <parameter><![CDATA[
13.
mailitem/@domain="bogous-domain"
14.
]]> </parameter>
15. </call>
16. <transform xsl="summarize.xsl"/>
17. <serialize type="xml"/>
18. </pipeline>
Fig. 11.
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< pipeline name="dengrousSpam">
< parameters>
<parametername="startDate" type="Date"/>
<parametername="endDate" type="Date"/>
<parametername="subnet" type="String"/>
</parameters>
<callid="workstations"service="at.slife.query"
operation="workstationQuery"/>
< parameter>{subnet}</parameter>
</call>
<xsl:for-each select="/result/workstations/
item">
<call id="mailSpams_{xpath:wsID}"
service="at.slife.webservice@
{xpath:IPAddress}" operation="spams"/>
<parameter>{startDate}</parameter>
<parameter>{endDate}</parameter>
</call>
<transform xsl="spamReport.xsl"/>
<serialize type="html"/>
</pipeline>

Simple Pipeline
Fig. 12.

needs.
– SemanticLIFE pipelines is a mechanism to compose
more complex services from primary services. The
pipelines are also used for filtering the results based
on user privacy and security policies.
• Pipeline plug-in that plays a central role in the proposed
solution and aims to orchestrate basic system services and
create new business services. We introduce the notion of
a pipeline as an uniquely named set of service-calls and
intermediate transformations. The pipelines are defined
using an XML structure that specifies pipeline steps
and relevant transformations. Listing in Figure 11 shows
a simple pipeline that uses the internal SemanticLIFE
services to get the Spam Emails from a workstation
running SemanticLIFE.
The authorization process starts when Person-P1 requests
Person-P2 to show a list of authorized documents. PersonP2 has full access to accept or deny a request, however
persons can add or delete some documents related to the
project for an authorized list depending on the confidentiality
status. An important feature of pipelines is that they can be
shared with other users based on user/administrator defined
security policies. As an example the above defined pipeline
can be installed in each workstation (inside the SemanticLIFE
ecosystem) and report the spam from a specific domain to
system administrator. At the administrators’ side there will be
a similar situation and a pipeline will make a call to each
workstation and will combine the results and will display the
summary to administrator. The Listing in Figure 12 shows the
administrator’s pipeline for this scenario.
As shown in the listing above, the pipeline concept offers
many flexible features and complex scenarios can be described
in terms of pipelines.
A. Semantic Filtering
The SemanticLIFE services open the workstation services
to the outside world. So there is a need for taking care of

Administrator’s pipeline to access workstation services

the users’ privacy and security issues. Figure 13 shows the
security and privacy scenario in SemanticLIFE. The relevant
information should be provided to authorized people only. One
way of defining such authorizations is to use ontologies and
find out the relationship between items and users. For example
project ontology can tell us that a person is a project member,
so he/she should be able to access all items (mails, files,
photos, etc) on local computer that are tagged to be shared
with project colleagues. The other usage of such ontological
authorization rules is to filter the outgoing data. Some typical
filters to services are.
• Content filter (filters all items containing a specified term,
statement)
• Semantic filter (filters all project related documents)
• Annotation filter (filters all photos annotated by specific
term like Class Diagram, ERD, etc)
Each filter performs a specific task; e.g. Semantic filter will
filter the documents which are related to a project the relation
of user who has requested the information with project.
Annotation filter will filter the information item; e.g. filter the
email with annotation project (X) or pictures with annotation
ERD. For developing filters we need to specify which kind of
information objects need to be filtered and then the inference
engine will verify which information objects can pass through
and be available to the requested person.
Ontology and inference engine are the basis for semantic
filtering. The ontology is represented in formal language like
OWL which captures the key concepts and relationships in
the domain of interest, for example, in the project we have
concepts like emails, documents and tools.
B. Policy Implementation
In an organization, people have different types of access
to the resources depending on their job description. In collaborative environment where people work together access
to resources should be allowed based on defined policy and

privileges. In collaborative environment where people works
in groups, to accomplish their tasks it is essential that they
have privileges over certain resources.
In SemanticLIFE information in the semantic store will be
handled through policies.Policies are stored in the triple store
in the form of RDF, which will facilitate how data should
be handled i.e. who has access to which information and for
whom data is restricted. Also information about how data
was handled previously will be stored in the semantic store
to facilitate user for decisions in future. Information in triple
store will be handled through access control component and
the user will be able to modify, delete or add policies through
interface.
Numbers of policies can be implemented according to the
collaborative environment. The user defines the policy for
some specific operation, e.g. project resource sharing policies,
project member access policies, stakeholder access policies
etc. Take an example where the Person-P1 asks for documents
related to the project. Person-P1 can be granted access if
he/she is a member of that project and his/her status matches
to the confidentiality of that document. There are number of
candidate policy implementation languages like SWRL [17],
KAoS [18] and REI [19]. We are still in the exploring phase
for best suitable policy language which meets the requirements
of our project. Figure below shows different components
of SemanticLIFE and how policies and filters are used to
control the information flow between SemanticLIFE-enabled
workstations.

Fig. 13.

Security and Privacy scenario in SemanticLIFE

VIII. O NTOLOGY- BASED RISK ASSESSMENTS
In this section we will explore a risk assessment method
based on SemanticLIFE toll for organizations’ security which
is a fundamental issue for planners and decision makers in
IT field. As explained in the previous sections SemanticLIFE
gathers the user interaction events and correlates those using
ontologies. In the following sections, it will be explained how
SemanticLIFE components can be employed to deliver the
required input for risk assessment at organization level.
A. Data capture and Event correlation
SemanticLIFE provides an effective approach to capture
user interaction with computer. Such information can be analyzed and correlated with other events to establish a security
profile for a single users’ personal computer.
As an example, based on RDF repository, the following
items can be identified:
• the applications that are installed on the system and their
version
• the processes that are running on the system
• Browsed pages can be monitored and tracked
• Emails and spams
Combining this data with risk ontology, useful results can be
generated. For example, from the risk ontology we know that
a specific attack can happen only when specific preconditions
are met. Some typical preconditions are, OS version, open
ports, etc.

B. Collaboration at organizational-level
Maintaining and monitoring the computer networks and
nodes is a big challenge for system administrator and organizations. Keeping an eye on all computers and detecting the
attack vulnerable in big organizations is nearly impossible.
SemanticLIFE architecture provides a mechanism to expose
the risk factors to the system administrator who is responsible for securing the system. This can be realized via some
pipelines on clients that assess required information and share
them in a “Service Oriented”-like paradigm. Such a scenario
was demonstrated in previous sections.
As proof of concept we show how the SemanticLIFE
paradigm can be used to assess a typical quantitative risk
assessment method that is used to assess the risk factor in
organization. Quantitative methods generally use the available
data to give a numerical description of the risk. One such
quantitative method is shown in Figure-14 for calculating the
Annual Loss Expectancy (ALE) that has been introduced in
Common Framework. According to definition the Annual Loss
Expectancy is the estimation of the yearly potential loss of an
organization if the risks are not handled. The ALE is calculated
as follows:
ALE =

n
X
i=0

I(Oi )Fi

(1)

where O = hO1 , O2 , . . . On i is a set of harmful outcomes,
I(Oi ) is the impact of outcome Oi in US dollars, and Fi is
the frequency of ith outcome. In the equation 1 the set of
harmful outcomes and also the impact of each outcome can
be estimated, however the frequency of the outcome can not
be easily known and this makes the ALE coarse and not easy
to calculate. However using the SemanticLIFE paradigm we
can feed the ALE calculation process by the input from real
events and as a result the ALE will be more realistic.
The same method can also be applied to the project to
calculate the project risk. In this case we might user the project
and environment ontology to do the task. The following steps
are needed to fulfill the task:
• The network nodes that might affect the specified project
will be extracted from ontology
• From the risk ontology we will know which risks are
conceivable for each node and we can assess the set of
harmful outcomes.
• By setting up the appropriate pipelines the organizationwide data can be gathered and fed into risk assessment
algorithms (ALE for example)
Using the similar method we can assess the risk for computer/user groups and answer questions like:
• Which department has the highest risk?
• Which project is at the highest risk?
C. Privacy issues
Though the presented method seem to be very powerful to
control and maintain the organization network and nodes, but
it is important to take the privacy issues into consideration.
Probably a part of the information that is going to be shared
should be depersonalized first. This process can be also
supported by the ontology of the items that is going to be
shared and by the sensitivity of information. As explained
before some privacy issues can be addressed by policies and
semantic filters.
IX. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Semantic Web technology has opened a new window in
IT and especially in data engineering fields. The proposed
scenario suggests that technology can be used to make the
daily life scenarios easier to organize. The presented SemanticLIFE platform has the capacity to be used in other business processes dealing with personal information (local data,
resources, etc). The SemanticLIFE platform also proposes a
paradigm to manage the security and privacy issues of information and process sharing. After a secure and robust share of
such information, it is possible to assess organizational-level
factors such as risk factors.
Some other challenging module like Semantic Web Services
is still under development progress and we try to enhance the
features and keep up with the latest advances. The SemanticLIFE domain ontology is also evolving and aimed to be
empowered by the known risk, user profile and infrastructure
ontologies.
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